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ABSTRACT 

The main aim of proposed system is to recommend the best suitable items to the user based on data mining and 

clustering techniques. This paper describes about the recommendation system which consist of various   techniques 

and approaches used by the recommender system such as User-based approach, Item based approach, Hybrid 

recommendation approaches and related research in the recommender system. Recommender systems benefit the 

user by making him suggestions on items that he is likely to purchase and the business by increase of sales. In this 

paper we also proposed a new technique which overcomes the data-sparsity problem and improve the performance 

accuracy. 

Keyword: Incremental Recommender System, Types of Recommendation System, Recommendation methods. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In everyday life, people rely on recommendations from other people by spoken words, reference letters, news reports 

from news media, general surveys, travel guides etc. so recommendations plays an important role in finding the best 

items. A recommender system is the information filtering that applies data analysis techniques to the problem of 

helping customers find the products they would like to purchase by producing a predicted likeness score or a list of 

recommended products for a given customer. Recommender systems work from a specific type of information filtering 

system technique that attempts to recommend information items (movies, TV program/show/episode, music, books, 

news, images, web  pages, scientific literature etc.) or social elements (e.g. people, events or groups) that are likely to 

be of interest to the user [4]. 

The recommender system also compare the user profiles and seek to predict the ratings. With the help of Recommender 

systems are filtering and sorting data can be easily done. Moreover the Recommender system use opinions about the 

community of users and to determine content of interest using certain rules extractions. Recommendation systems are 

classified into 3 approaches i.e. collaborative, content based or knowledge-based method to have a better 

recommendation. The recommender system also compare the user profiles and seek to predict the ratings. With the help 

of Recommender systems are filtering and sorting data can be easily done. Moreover the Recommender system use 

opinions about the community of users and to determine content of interest using certain rules extractions. 

Recommendation systems are classified into 3 approaches i.e. collaborative, content based or knowledge-based method 

to have a better recommendation. 
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II. TYPES OF RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM 

a) Collabrative Based Recommendation Systems 

Collaborative recommender systems are basic forms of recommendation engines. In this type of recommendation 

engine, filtering items from a large set of alternatives is done collaboratively by users' preferences. The basic 

assumption in a collaborative recommender system is that if two users shared the same interests as each other in the 

past, they will also have similar tastes in the future. If, for example, user A and user B have similar movie preferences, 

and user A recently watched Titanic, which user B has not yet seen, then the idea is to recommend this unseen new 

movie to user B. The movie recommendations on Netflix are one good example of this type of recommender system 

[2]. 

 

There are two types of collaborative filtering recommender systems.  

 

1) User-based collaborative filtering: In user-based collaborative filtering, recommendations are generated by 

considering the preferences in the user's neighborhood. User-based collaborative filtering is done in two steps as 

Identify similar users based on similar user preferences and Recommend new items to an active user based on 

the rating given by similar users on the items not rated by the active user respectively. 

2) Item-based collaborative filtering: In item-based collaborative filtering, the recommendations are generated 

using the neighborhood of items. Unlike user-based collaborative filtering, we first find similarities between 

items and then recommend non-rated items which are similar to the items the active user has rated in past. Item-

based recommender systems are constructed in two steps as Calculate the item similarity based on the item 

preferences and Find the top similar items to the non-rated items by active user and recommend them 

respectively. 

 

b) Content Based Recommendation Systems 

As the name indicates, a content-based recommender system uses the content information of the items for building the 

recommendation model. A content recommender system typically contains a user-profile-generation step, item-profile-

generation step- and model-building step to generate recommendations for an active user. The content-based 

recommender system recommends items to users by taking the content or features of items and user profiles. As an 

example, if you have searched for videos of Lionel Messi on YouTube, then the content-based recommender system 

will learn your preference and recommend other videos related to Lionel Messi and other videos related to football [2]. 

 

In simpler terms, the system recommends items similar to those that the user has liked in the past. The similarity of 

items is calculated based on the features associated with the other compared items and is matched with the user's 

historical preferences.  

 

c) Hybrid Based Recommendation Systems 

This type of recommendation engine is built by combining various recommender systems to build a more robust 

system. By combining various recommender systems, we can replace the disadvantages of one system with the 

advantages of another system and thus build a more robust system. For example, by combining collaborative filtering 

methods, where the model fails when new items don't have ratings, with content-based systems, where feature 

information about the items is available, new items can be recommended more accurately and efficiently [2]. 

 

For example, if you are a frequent reader of news on Google News, the underlying recommendation engine 

recommends news articles to you by combining popular news articles read by people similar to you and using your 

personal preferences, calculated using your previous click information. With this type of recommendation system, 

collaborative filtering recommendations are combined with content-based recommendations before pushing 

recommendations. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS METHODS 

 

a) Weighted Method 

Here in Weighted method scores of several recommendations are combined together and it help to produce the single 

recommendation. The example of weighted method is P-TANGO system that uses hybrid Recommendations. Here first 

of all equal weight is assigned to both content and collaborative recommenders but gradually adjust the weights as the 

prediction of ratings are confirmed. Pazzani’s combination hybrid does not use numeric scores, but rather use the 

output of each recommender as a set of votes, which are then combined in a consensus scheme. 

 

b) Switching Method 

Here in Switching method system uses some criterion to switch between recommendation techniques. The Daily 

Learner system uses a content/collaborative hybrid in which a content- based recommendation method is applied first. 

If the content-based system cannot make a recommendation with sufficient confidence, then a collaborative 

recommendation is attempted. This switching hybrid does not completely avoid problem. 

 

c) Mixed Method 

When large recommendations take place the mixed method come into the   action. Here in this method is used in 

Television System used. First of all content based method is used for textual description of tv-shows and use of 

collaborative method for finding the preferences of the user and Recommendations from the two techniques lead to 

suggest a final program. With the help of this mixed method new item -start up problem can be overcome: the content-

based component can be relied on to recommend new shows on the basis of their descriptions even if they have not 

been rated by anyone. It does not get around the “new user” start-up problem, since both the content and collaborative 

methods need some data about user preferences to get off the ground, but if such a system is integrated into a digital 

television, it can track what shows are watched (and for how long) and build its profiles accordingly. 

 

IV. CHALLENGES AND ISSUES OF RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM  

a) Cold Start Problem 

The term derives from cars. When it’s really cold, the engine has problems with starting up, but once it reaches its 

optimal operating temperature, it will run smoothly. With recommendation engines, the “cold start” simply means that 

the circumstances are not yet optimal for the engine to provide the best possible results. In ecommerce, there are two 

distinct categories of cold start: product cold start and user cold starts. News sites, auction sites, ecommerce stores and 

classified sites all experience the product cold start. The user or visitor cold start simply means that a recommendation 

engine meets a new visitor for the first time. Because there is no user history about her, the system doesn’t know the 

personal preferences of the user. Getting to know your visitors is crucial in creating a great user experience for them 

[3]. 

 

b) Data Sparsity 

In practice, many commercial recommender systems are based on large datasets. As a result, the user-item matrix used 

for collaborative filtering could be extremely large and sparse, which brings about the challenges in the performances 

of the recommendation. One typical problem caused by the data sparsity is the cold start problem. As collaborative 

filtering methods recommend items based on users' past preferences, new users will need to rate sufficient number of 

items to enable the system to capture their preferences accurately and thus provides reliable recommendations. 
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Similarly, new items also have the same problem. When new items are added to system, they need to be rated by 

substantial number of users before they could be recommended to users who have similar tastes with the ones who 

rated them. The new item problem does not limit the content-based recommendation, because the recommendation of 

an item is based on its discrete set of descriptive qualities rather than its ratings.  

 

c) Scalability 

As the numbers of users and items grow, traditional CF algorithms will suffer serious scalability problems. For 

example, with tens of millions of customers and millions of items, a CF algorithm with the complexity of n is already 

too large. As well, many systems need to react immediately to online requirements and make recommendations for all 

users regardless of their purchases and ratings history, which demands a higher scalability of a CF system. Large web 

companies such as Twitter use clusters of machines to scale recommendations for their millions of users, with most 

computations happening in very large memory machines. 

 

d) Gray Sheep 

Gray sheep refers to the users whose opinions do not consistently agree or disagree with any group of people and thus 

do not benefit from collaborative filtering. Black sheep are the opposite group whose idiosyncratic tastes make 

recommendations nearly impossible. Although this is a failure of the recommender system, non-electronic 

recommenders also have great problems in these cases, so black sheep is an acceptable failure. 

 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN 

The main purpose of proposed system is to recommend best suitable item to the end user. 

 

we performs following steps for implementation. 

1. Selection of the dataset. 

2. Preprocessing of the data. 

3. Applying the association mining algorithm on different clustering 

groups. 

4. Generation of the strong rules. 

5. Applying priority among the best rules using top-n algorithms. 

6. To recommend the best items to the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1 Flow Chart 
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                                                                     VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has explained the various techniques to build the recommender system and to advance the performance and 

accuracy of system. Proposed system which overcomes the data-sparsity problem and improve the performance 

accuracy of recommending the items to the end user. And also business by increasing the sales. 
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